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A Current-Driven Six-Channel Potentiostat
for Rapid Performance Characterization

of Microbial Electrolysis Cells
Tom R. Molderez , Xu Zhang, Korneel Rabaey, and Marian Verhelst

Abstract— Knowledge of the performance of microbial elec-
trolysis cells under a wide range of operating conditions is
crucial to achieve high production efficiencies. Characterizing
this performance in an experiment, however, is challenging due
to either the long measurement times of steady-state proce-
dures or the transient errors of dynamic procedures. Moreover,
wide parallelization of the measurements is not feasible due to the
high measurement equipment cost per channel. Hence, to speedup
this characterization and to facilitate low-cost, yet widely parallel
measurements, this paper presents a novel rapid polarization
curve measurement procedure with a dynamic measurement
resolution that runs on a custom six-channel potentiostat with a
current-driven topology. As case study, the procedure is used to
rapidly assess the impact of altering pH values on a microbial
electrolysis cell that produces H2. A ×2–×12 speedup could be
obtained in comparison with the state-of-the-art, depending on
the characterization resolution (16–128 levels). On top of this
speedup, measurements can be parallelized up to 6× on the
presented, affordable—42$-per-channel—potentiostat.

Index Terms— Analog circuits, bioelectric phenomena, closed-
loop systems, electrochemical devices, iterative algorithm, mea-
surement, microorganisms, PI-control, real-time systems, search
methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROBIAL-DRIVEN chemical production is a key
aspect for a circular economy [1]. Many of these

various bioproduction processes are not only catalyzed by
microorganisms but also driven by electricity. Communities of
microorganisms partially extract the otherwise lost energy in,
for example, wastewater treatment in a bio-electrochemical
system (BES) [2]. Originally, the research community devel-
oped BESs that directly generate electrical power from the
consumed organic waste streams, “microbial fuel cells.” More
recently, the research focus has shifted to “microbial electroly-
sis cells” (MECs) to which electrical power is added to enable
reactions otherwise thermodynamically not feasible. The most
simple outcome of such an MEC is the production of H2 from
wastewater at high-efficiency and low-power input [3].
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Whereas considerable research has focused on improv-
ing the maximal MEC volumetric production performance
under optimal, laboratory conditions [4], [5], less attention
has gone toward a measurement instrument to study the
impact of out-of-the-lab operating conditions on the MEC
performance. From an application perspective, the MEC
operating environment generally consists of two categories:
1) external conditions such as pH, the influent composition,
or the temperature which are difficult to control [6], [7] and
2) configurable settings, such as the electrical settings. The
relation between these electrical settings and the production
performance, obtained from a polarization curve measurement
for a particular MEC for realistic, possible suboptimal external
conditions, allows to nevertheless maintain a high production
performance.

An MEC is a dynamic system with a slow transient
response to external stimuli, an evolution over time, and an
inherent variation between similar samples [4]. Therefore,
characterizing the impact of external conditions on the MEC
polarization curve with a predefined measurement with static
measurement resolution is either slow [e.g., chronoamperome-
try (CA)] or contains transient measurement errors [e.g., cyclic
voltammetry (CV)] [8]–[10].

Commercial potentiostats [11], [12] with multiple channels
are expensive, limiting the practical deployment of multiple
channels. Low-cost potentiostats [13]–[15] only contain a sin-
gle channel with an analog potential loop using an operational
amplifier in negative feedback. This feedback loop is not
capable of driving the large capacitive load of electroactive
biofilms. State-of-the-art potentiostats [16]–[18] are not suit-
able for the large capacitive load because they also use a
similar operational amplifier (opamp) in negative feedback.
The state-of-the-art multichannel instruments either lack the
current driving [19], [20] or drive each channel sequentially
instead of continuously [21]–[23].

In addition, none of the existing potentiostat measure-
ment instruments is able to dynamically alter their measure-
ment resolution to speedup the characterization measurement
time.

To reduce this characterization measurement time, this paper
introduces the following two novelties: 1) an affordable mul-
tichannel potentiostat suitable for microbial electrochemical
electrodes and 2) a rapid polarization curve measurement
procedure using a dynamic measurement resolution. As case
study, the impact of pH on the polarization curve of an MEC
producing H2 is assessed using both novelties.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the measurement setup.

This paper is organized as follows. First, the six-channel
potentiostat and the rapid polarization curve measurement
procedure are discussed in Section II. Next, Section III dis-
cusses the system implementation. Section IV compares our
procedure with the state-of-the-art for assessing the impact of
pH on an MEC. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. PROPOSED MEC PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION

To study the impact of external conditions, such as the pH,
on the polarization curve of a microbial electrochemical
electrode, the state-of-the-art uses a standard three-electrode
measurement setup controlled by a potentiostat [24]. To char-
acterize the MEC’s behavior in function of pH, this setup
measures the electrode current at different potentials for each
pH setting of interest. Each single measurement, however,
is time intensive due to the MEC’s slow dynamic behavior.
Furthermore, these measurements must be multireplicated to
achieve statistic relevant results.

Our proposed, alternative measurement approach is shown
in Fig. 1. This setup consists of an MEC with six individual
biotic electrodes as working electrodes in a common two-
chamber bioreactor with a counter electrode and a reference
electrode. The analog circuitry delivers current to each elec-
trode and measures the corresponding potential, the voltage
difference between the WE and the RE. The mixed-signal unit
converts the signals between the analog domain and the digital
domain. Next, the digital unit controls the potential with a PID
controller. Finally, a novel rapid polarization curve measure-
ment procedure determines the potential points to measure.
Section II-A will first explain the six-channel potentiostat,
and Section II-B will explain the rapid polarization curve
measurement procedure.

A. Affordable Six-Channel Potentiostat

The state-of-the-art custom-made potentiostat systems sup-
porting a three-electrode setup use an analog potential control
loop [13]–[18], [21]–[23]. The opamp in negative feedback
maintains the potential equal to the setpoint [Fig. 2(a)]. While

Fig. 2. Stability analysis of a potentiostat with an MEC capacitive load
for an opamp architecture, with (a) circuit and (c) simulated open-loop phase
margin, respectively, for a current pump architecture, with (b) circuit and
(d) simulated open-loop phase margin.

this loop results in a low-cost system, the phase margin of
the analog potential loop quickly deteriorates for capacitive
loads [25], which are typical for MECs, resulting in unstable
behavior, as shown in Fig 2(c), simulating the open-loop
transfer function.

Straightforward compensation techniques are either not pos-
sible, such as gain compensation or out-of-loop compensation,
due to the circuit architecture, or reduce the stability even
more, such as lead compensation or in-loop compensation.
More complex compensation techniques that shift the load
pole to higher frequencies or that introduce an additional
zero require either the load to be known or a trial-and-error
procedure [26]–[30]. The biotic electrode impedance load is
unknown and varies between operating potentials, between
samples, and over time, rendering this procedure unsuitable
for our measurement setup. Trial-and-error procedures will
inevitably introduce voltage spikes which generate oxygen in
the setup and thereby kill the anaerobic microorganisms.
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Therefore, we have opted, as a first, to switch from a
voltage- to a current-driven architecture using a Howland
current pump topology [Fig. 2(b)]. The feed-forward path
sources or sinks a digital controlled current, while the feed-
back path measures the WE potential. A digital controller
then determines the amount of driving current to maintain
the potential equal to the target potential, set by the rapid
polarization curve measurement procedure.

The major advantage of this architecture is that it remains
stable for large capacitive loads, illustrated in Fig. 2(d),
simulating the open-loop transfer function. As a result,
no additional compensation is required. The downside of this
topology, that it delivers only a limited amount of maximum
current, in the order of milli ampere, is not a drawback for
our characterization, but explains why this circuit is not used
in high-current electrochemical testing [31].

The control of the potential then occurs in the digital
domain with a configurable PID controller. Based on the differ-
ence between the measured potential and the target potential,
the PID-controller determines the stimulation current.

B. Rapid Polarization Curve Measurement Procedure
The MEC continuous longtime current production is

expressed by the polarization curve [5]. This curve indicates
which overpotential E is required for a particular current I
and corresponding reaction rate Q in a particular environ-
ment. Each measurement point of this curve is only valid
for the MEC being in steady state, thus lasting for at least
T > 3 . . . 5τ , where τ is the dominant MEC time constant.
Therefore, investigating the impact of the environment on the
MEC polarization curve and correspondingly longtime MEC
operation is time intense.

As its second contribution, this paper introduces a novel
rapid polarization curve measurement that does not result
in a hysteresis, such as a CV and, for equal precision,
is much faster than a staircase CA. Instead of using precon-
figured, equidistant potential measurement points with step Er

[Fig. 3(a)], our procedure determines at runtime which poten-
tial points to measure in a data-driven way. The measurement
procedure uses a performance metric J for this, to evaluate
how relevant a measurement point is, together with a nonlinear
search procedure to quickly measure the polarization curve
nonequidistantly, i.e., Er1 versus Er2 [Fig. 3(b)]. As such,
a high accuracy is achieved in the region of interest.

To determine this region of interest, two different perfor-
mance metrics were used as case study in this paper. The first
metric, JH2 , expresses the net MEC power generation (in H2)
assuming an ideal CE [32]

JH2(E) = �HH2 QH2 − I (E) ∗ (EW E − EC E) (1)

where �HH2 is the H2 enthalpy and QH2 = I (V , e)/z F is the
(ideal) H2 production over time, with z the valence number of
ions and F the Faraday constant. The second metric expresses
the generated MEC economic value based on the difference
between the H2 cost and the electricity cost

J$(E) = pH2 QH2 − pkWh I (E) ∗ (EW E − EC E ) (2)

where pH2 is the economic value of H2 and pkWh the economic
cost of the consumed electrical power.

Fig. 3. Measurement of the polarization curve using (a) staircase CA resulting
in equidistant potential measurement points and (b) fast polarization curve
measurement with nonequidistant measurement points.

To characterize the MEC polarization curve quickly yet
precise, an algorithm is required that starts from a broad
measurement interval and efficiently narrows down the sam-
pling range to the region of interest, i.e., the region where the
performance metric is the largest. The used search algorithm
is an improvement from [33]. Every iteration of this algorithm
contains two steps. In the first step, the next potential to be
measured is derived. In the second step, the search interval
is reduced based on the measurement done in the first step.
The algorithm converges quickly around the region where the
performance metric is the largest, resulting in a focus of the
characterization accuracy around the region of interest.

Algorithm 1 Robust Nonuniform Search
1: par r, Jth, [El, Er ] {resolution, threshold, characterization

interval}
2: set S(E, J ) {ordered set in E}
3: S← [(El ,− inf), (Er ,− inf)]
4: while Er − El > r do
5: var Ek ← max(min(d(Ek, Ei ∈ S[El : Er ]))) {if 2 or

more, take the one closest to mean(El , Er )}
6: S.add(Ek, Jk) {iteration k}
7: for all (Ei , Ji ) in S[El : Er ] do
8: [Jm, Em ] = max(S(J ))
9: El ← Ei if Ei < Em && Ji < Jm − Jth

10: Er ← Ei if Ei > Em && Ji < Jm − Jth

11: end for
12: end while

The pseudocode of the complete polarization curve charac-
terization algorithm is given in Algorithm. 1. In this algo-
rithm [El , Er ] is the initial potential range and r is the
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Fig. 4. Interval reduction mechanism for (a) deterministic case and
(b) stochastic case.

minimum measurement resolution. This algorithm contains
two improvements in comparison to [33]. In the first step,
the original algorithm determined the next characterization
point based on the maximum of a fitted parabola through
the previous three measurement values. This results in an
unpredictable and uncontrollable distribution of measurement
samples. In the current work, the next measurement point was
taken instead as the potential within the search range that
is farthest separated from all previous measured potentials
(Algorithm 1, lines 5 and 6). In the second step, the original
algorithm assumed that there was no noise disturbance on
the measurement samples. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the interval
reduction mechanism for measurement samples without noise.
If a new measurement value (Jk) is larger than that of the
previous value (Jk−1), as in case A, the location of the
maximum is limited to subinterval A because of unimodality.
Similarly, if a new measurement value is smaller than that of
the previous value, as in case B, the location of the maximum
is limited to subinterval B. Noise on the measurement point
might flip the relative orientation of Jk and Jk−1 which
could result in an error. For example, in Fig. 4(b), due to
noise, the search interval might incorrectly be narrowed to
interval B instead of to interval A. By assuming Gaussian
noise, Jk ∼ N(μk , σk), in worst-case, the samples would have
an equal mean resulting in a flipping error probability of
Pe = P(Jk−1 − Jk > 0) = 50%. Therefore, this paper intro-
duces a configurable threshold Jth in the interval reduction
mechanism. Measurement samples are only considered to have
a different value, if |Ji − Jj | > Jth (Algorithm 1, lines 7–11).
Thus, in comparison with [33], the probability of a flipping
error in worst-case scenario is strongly reduced because of this
noise masking, equalling: Pe = P(Jk−1 − Jk > Jth). Config-
uring Jth � σk , however, reduces the obtained accurarcy in
J ∗ as more and more samples are treated equally.

A closed expression of the worst-case convergence rate
requires an additional constraint: J fulfills (J (E∗) ± Jth) >
(∀E �= E∗ : J (E) ± Jth). If three or more samples are
indistinguishable, then they are guaranteed to lie within Jth
of J (E∗) and Algorithm 1 has converged. The interval length
N(k) for iteration k and corresponding worst-case convergence
rate k(r) then equal

N(k) = N/2(k−1)/2, k = 1, 3, 5, . . . (3)

k(r) ≤ 2 ∗ log2(N/r)+ 1 (4)

where N = Er − El is the original characterization interval
length. As a result, in comparison with [33], worst-case
convergence remains superlinear.

Fig. 5. Current feed-forward path circuitry.

Fig. 6. DC accuracy for the different channels of the current feed-forward
circuitry.

III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The six-channel potentiostat consists of analog- and mixed-
signal hardware, implemented with PCB technology and off-
the-shelf components, and digital hardware, implemented with
a commercial microcontroller executing the control software
[Fig. 1]. The total platform cost equaled 250 $. The total power
consumption at maximum output current of each channel
was 2.3 W.

A. Analog Hardware

The two functions of the analog hardware are: 1) to deliver
current to each of the six electrodes and 2) to measure the
corresponding potential of each of the six electrodes. The
common CE is connected to the electronic ground.

Fig. 5 shows the six times repeated current driver with
bipolar current pump. A common eight channel, 16b,
DAC (DAC8586, TI), with six channels enabled and two
channels disabled, is used to convert the digital control signals
into analog control signals. The output signal of each DAC
channel is converted to a bipolar voltage signal using an active,
second-order Bessel filter, which minimizes overshoot. This
filter is implemented with a Sallen–Key topology. The voltage-
controlled current pump is implemented with a modified
Howland current source architecture [34]. The modified archi-
tecture requires a single resistor to set the transconductance
gain instead of a matched pair. However, an additional ampli-
fier is required in the negative feedback path of the current
pump. A special-purpose difference amplifier with integrated,
trimmed resistors (INA2133, TI) is used for implementation
of the current pump.

The additional amplifier of the modified Howland current
pump has no impact on the stability of the feedback loop due
to its ideal behavior in the frequency region of interest. The
phase margin remains at 67◦.
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Fig. 7. Transfer function of the drive channel.

Fig. 8. Step response of the drive channel.

Fig. 9. Potential measurement feedback circuitry.

The digital-to-current dc transfer function equals:

HI (Ib) = 5 V/511 � ∗ (Ib − 215)/216 (5)

where Ib = [0, 216 − 1]. The current output has a range of
[−4.9 mA, 4.9 mA] with a resolution of 150 nA. Fig. 6 shows
the static dc current error of each channel. The maximum
error is about 6 μA resulting in a relative precision of at least
0.12%.

Fig. 7 compares the simulated AC transfer function with
the measured AC transfer function. The dominant pole occurs
at 50 kHz to allow signal frequencies up to 5 kHz without
distortion. The measured step response for a 50% step is shown
in Fig. 8. The rise time is below 4 μs with an overshoot of
only 1%.

The potential of each WE is measured by measuring both
the voltage of this electrode and the voltage of the common
RE. The potential is then obtained by taking the difference
of both voltages by the microprocessor. Fig. 9 shows the
circuit topology of one of the eight voltage measurement
units (six for the WE and two for the RE). First, the voltage
is buffered using a low-offset opamp (OPAX192, TI). Next,
a passive pseudodifferential low pass filter with a pole at
20 kHz is used to prevent aliasing. An eight-channel, 16b,
bipolar input, successive approximation ADC (ADS8688, TI)
is used to digitize the signals. Because this ADC directly

Fig. 10. DC accuracy for the different channels of the feedback voltage
measurement circuitry.

Fig. 11. Analog PCB with A—power supply, B—eight-channel volt-
age measurement, C—3× two-channel current pump, and D—eight-channel
DAC [35]. (a) Front view. (b) Back view.

supports bipolar input signals, the cost and components of
the input stage are greatly reduced. The sample rate of each
channel is 25 kHz.

The voltage-to-digital dc transfer function equals

HV (V ) = (V + 2.56 V)/5.12 V ∗ 216 (6)

where V = [−2.56 V, 2.56 V], the measurement range. The
measurement resolution is 78.125 μV. Fig. 10 shows the static
dc measurement error of each channel. The maximum error is
three LSB resulting in an actual precision of at least 0.01%.

Fig. 11 shows the PCB. The front side contains the power
supply, the ADC, and the current pumps (3× two channels).
The back side contains the DAC and auxiliary components.
The PCB layer stack contains four layers: the top signal layer,
an internal ground plane, an internal power plane, and a bottom
signal layer. The total board area is 71.4 cm2.

B. Control Software

The control software runs on a C2000 Delfino microcon-
troller (TMS320F28377S, TI), a high-performance microcon-
troller suitable for digital feedback applications. Apprioriate
alternative microcontrollers are those with ≈200 MOPS
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computational power, such as the PIC or SAM family of
Microchip or the STM32 family of STMicroelectronics. Each
of the eight channels (six WE channels and two RE channels)
could run an individual control algorithm. The controllers of
all eight channels are scheduled in round robin at 25 kHz.

A single hardware timer throws an interrupt every 5 μs to
trigger the execution of the next channel’s control algorithm.
In case this channel is a WE, the following steps are executed.
First, the WE voltage of the channel is measured and the
potential is calculated from this measured voltage and the volt-
age of the RE electrode. Next, the PID controller determines
the output current from the difference between the measured
potential and the target potential, set by the fast polarization
measurement algorithm. Finally, if the measurement time
surpasses T , the new target potential is calculated, using
Algorithm 1. In case this channel is an RE channel, only the
RE voltage is measured. This voltage is then used by the WE
channels to calculate their potential.

The response time of the complete end-to-end
(measurement-to-stimulation) control loop is <9 μs (2 μs
because of the ADC sampling, <5 μs because of the digital
PID computation, and 2 μs because of the DAC settling
time). This makes the system capable of characterization of
slow to medium (msec) response time systems.

IV. CASE STUDY: CHARACTERIZATION

OF THE pH IMPACT ON AN MEC

The rapid polarization curve measurement procedure that
runs on the six-channel potentiostat was used to characterize
the pH impact on an MEC. The MEC is described first in
Section IV-A. Second, the tuning of the digital PI-controller
is discussed in Section IV-B. Then, the operation and conver-
gence of the search algorithm are illustrated in Section IV-C.
The results of the pH impact study on the MEC for both JH2

and J$ are discussed in Section IV-D. Finally, Section IV-E
compares this paper with the state-of-the-art.

A. H2 Producing MEC

The H2 producing MEC used in this experiment is a
circular, two-chamber, bioreactor operating in a (dark) 28 ◦C
temperature controlled room [36]. The anode compartment
had a volume of 700 mL, filled with anaerobic modified
M9 medium and 25 mM sodium acetate as electron donor,
mixed with a magnetic stirrer at 300 r/min. Growth of
the EABs occurred on six individual glassy carbon plates
(25 mm × 20 mm × 2 mm). Each electrode was succes-
sively polished on microcloth pads with 1, 0.3, and 0.05 μm
alumina slurries (Buehler, USA). The cathode compartment
contained a cylindrical stainless steel mesh counter electrode
(8 cm height and 2 cm diameter) (Solana, Belgium). The two
compartments were separated by a cationic exchange mem-
brane (Ultrex CMI-7000, 12.5 cm2). An Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl)
reference electrode (ALS, Japan, 0.205 V versus standard
hydrogen electrode at 28 ◦C) was used to perform all the
electrochemical measurements. The full grown of the EABs
occurred at a fixed WE potential of −0.1 V, controlled by a
CHI 1000C Multipotentiostat (CH Instruments, USA).

Fig. 12. Step response of a single channel of the digital potential controller
on an MEC with (a) MEC potential and (b) MEC current.

Electrochemical CV experiments were done as a bench-
marking reference for [−0.8 V, 0.2 V] versus Ag–AgCl with
a scan rate of 5 mV s−1 and repeated three times, using the
same CHI 1000C Multipotentiostat.

The pH of the MEC medium was measured with a Consort
C532 (Consort, Belgium).

B. MEC Potential Control

The stability of the digital potential control loop for each
channel is assessed with a step response of E = 500 mV.
Fig. 12(a) shows the response of a single, representative chan-
nel. The PID-controller parameters were tuned to minimize
overshoot (only 2%) because high voltage spikes could activate
unwanted redox-reactions. The minimal rise time is limited by
the maximum drive current (set at 80% in software) of the
analog circuitry [Fig. 12(b)].

C. Logarithmic Convergence of the Search Algorithm

This section assesses the convergence rate of the search
algorithm for the MEC described above. The settings of the
algorithm were set as follows. The characterization interval
equaled [El , Er ] = [−0.8 V, 0.2 V] versus Ag–AgCl, which
is the common potential range of interest for this type of MEC.
The minimal resolution r was varied to illustrate the effect
on the MEC convergence rate and the MEC characterization
accuracy. The algorithm ran four times, with r subsequently
set at 1/16 V(6.3%), 1/32 V(3.1%), 1/64 V(1.6%), and
1/128 V(0.8%). The threshold Jth was set at 1% of the
(estimated) maximum of JH2 and J$, respectively, and the
sample period was set at T = 3 min (from a measured
τ ≈ 30 s). Before and after all these experiments, a CV
experiment was executed.

The measured samples are indicated with specific markers
for each resolution experiment [Fig. 13]. Initially, for the first
few iterations, the algorithm roughly characterized the MEC
performance. Then, when the algorithm approached the region
near maximal performance, the characterization resolution
became more precise. The convergence time increased for a
higher minimum resolution [from 6 iterations (18 min) for
r = 1/16 V to 10 iterations (30 min) for r = 1/128 V]
with a slightly better approximation of the maximal perfor-
mance, as given by (3). There was an offset in measured JH2

between the different experiments due to the biofilm evolution
over time, which was confirmed by a change in the pre-CV
experiment compared with the post-CV experiment.
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Fig. 13. Convergence of the robust nonuniform search algorithm for JH2 with (a) subsequent iteration steps, (b) polarization curve, and (c) CV experiment
before and after the four search experiments.

The nonuniform nature of the search algorithm results in a
nonequidistant spread of the measured samples. As can be seen
in Fig. 13(b), the complete characterization interval is sampled,
yet there are more measurements in the region of interest,
i.e., the region near maximal performance, than at the border
of the characterization interval. A linear search algorithm with
equal accuracy would take, for r = 1/16 V, 16 iterations
(48 min) to, for r = 1/128 V, 128 iterations (384 min).
Our proposed fast characterization procedure thus achieves a
2×–12× speedup with equal resolution in the region of inter-
est. Finally, measurements were taken at steady-state without
the transient errors typical for a CV measurement.

D. pH Impact on an MEC

In the last experiment, the impact of the pH on each of
the six bio-electrodes of the MEC was characterized simulta-
neously. The rapid polarization curve measurement procedure
ran in parallel with three channels configured for JH2 and
three channels configured for J$. Each run was repeated twice.
In J$, pH2 was taken as 2$/kg [37] and pkWh was taken as
0.16$/kWh, the New York 2007 commercial electricity cost.
A CV measurement was done for each channel as control.
The pH of the cultured medium was subsequently set at
7, 6, 5, 7.5, 8, and 9. For each pH setpoint, we first report the
performance of one JH2 and one J$ channel. Later we show
within experiment variations across all three JH2 and J$ chan-
nels. For a pH of 9, no measurement data is given because the
current dropped below the minimum measurement resolution.

Fig. 14(a) and (b) show the CV curve and the JH2 curve of
a single biotic MEC anode. The CV graph shows that the pH
had a major impact on the maximal current. The JH2 graph
shows a similar trend for the maximal performance. On top of
that, because no hysteresis was present in comparison with the
CV measurement, this difference was quantized in a relevant
metric, from 0.1 W/m2 at pH of 5 to 3.6 W/m2 at pH of 7.5.
The same observation held for the J$ performance metric. The
pH had a major impact on the maximal current [Fig. 14(c)]
and the maximal performance [Fig. 14(d)].

The measurement data of both performance metrics for
the 2× repeated three-channel parallelized experiments were
statistically processed. The mean and standard deviation of the
optimal potential and current maximizing JH2 and J$, respec-
tively, are shown in Fig. 15(a). For both metrics, the potential
for which optimal performance was reached, shifted with about

Fig. 14. Influence of pH on JH2 with (a) CV measurement and (b) fast
characterization procedure. Influence of pH on J$ with (c) CV measurement
and (d) fast characterization procedure.

Fig. 15. Influence of pH for JH2 ± σ and J$ ± σ on (a) optimal potential
and the optimal current and (b) maximal performance.

100 mV due to the pH shift. The mean and standard deviation
of the maximal performance are shown in Fig. 15(b). For both
cases, maximal performance was achieved at pH of 7.5 and
was 14% higher for JH2 and 26% higher for J$ than at
neutral pH. These results agree with [38], [39] and moreover
quantify them.
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TABLE I

SPECIFICATIONS OF TYPICAL COMMERCIAL INSTRUMENTS, THE STATE-OF-THE-ART AND THIS PAPER

E. Comparison With the State-of-the-Art

The specifications of the six-channel potentiostat are
compared with commercial potentiostats [11], [12], low-
cost potentiostats [13], [14], and state-of-the-art multichannel
potentiostats [21]–[23] (Table I).

In comparison with commercial potentiostats, the six-
channel potentiostat achieves a similar relative current and
voltage precision (0.1%), although at a reduced range,
optimized for MECs. As a result, a more cost-effective analog
electronic design could be used to achieve a ×20–×200
cost reduction. Furthermore, the six-channel potentiostat mea-
sures the polarization curve with a dynamic resolution com-
pared to the static measurement techniques of commercial
devices, where measurement points are predefined, resulting
in a 2×–12× measurement speedup for typical measurement
accuracies.

In comparison with low-cost alternatives, our devices con-
tains six individual channels, with a 5× higher maximum
signal frequency and a 2.5×–14× lower cost. Moreover,
the six-channel potentiostat is stable for bioanode loads and
supports a dynamic measurement resolution.

In comparison with state-of-the-art multichannel poten-
tiostats [21]–[23] that drive each channel with the same
potential, each of our six potentiostat channels is controllable
with an individual potential to allow truly parallel experiments.

While both the commercial devices and the lowcost alter-
natives do not dynamically alter the measurement resolution,
it is possible to add the rapid polarization curve measurement
procedure to the control firmware.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a novel, rapid polarization curve
measurement procedure together with a low-cost six-channel
potentiostat to quickly assess the impact of external distur-
bances on an MEC. By defining a performance tradeoff metric,
the robust nonuniform search procedure measures the MEC
performance with high resolution only in the region of interest.
As a result, the measurement time is logarithmic dependent
on the measurement resolution instead of linear. A practical
speedup of 2×–12× in comparison with a CA sweep was
achieved when assessing the pH on an MEC case study.
In addition, no transient measurement errors occurred in
comparison with a CV measurement.

The newly developed potentiostat overcomes the inability
of commercial potentiostats to execute this real-time itera-
tive algorithm. Moreover, custom-made potentiostats might

become unstable due to the large capacitive load of the
bioanode. Therefore, the potentiostat contained a current-
driven architecture with a digital potential control loop. This
digital feedback loop is tunable to achieve the targeted
dynamic response. Finally, the six channels with an afford-
able 42 $-per-channel cost allow to duplicate experiments
for statistic relevant results and further speedup multicell
characterization.
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